DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
What are you going to do about it? I don't see any hope from
Fascism if Fascism in England is going to be run by the very same
people who have allowed Shoreditch, Hoxton, Stepney, Bethnal
Green, Bermondsey, Jarrow and hundreds of other like places.
That simply means the same people — and no criticism. Not that
criticism seems to have achieved much yet. But I don't see why
they should be spared it.
That is the awful thing — if you have a war, and Hitler wins,
that means Fascism in England, probably in the hands of the same
people. If you have a war and Hitler loses, the same people remain
in power in England. If you don't have a war the same people
remain in power in England.
What can you do about it? Neither the Conservative nor the
Labour Party offers any hope. There is only one hope — a new
party. Not a Churchill-Eden-Duff Cooper party, because that
simply means the same class of man once again. They happen to
have been right about foreign policy, but they are no nearer to
the people than the others. You want a new party with some men
like that in it but also with the younger men from the Socialist
Party in it, with young men from all classes in it, and at least half
from the working classes. But not doctrinaire trades unionists —
I have seen these bureaucrats at work in half a dozen countries
and they never get anywhere. You want young men who will at
last mend these intolerable evils in England, clear away these
intolerable slums, put an end, at once, to these intolerable housing
and health conditions, see that every English child, somehow, has a
right to good health and enough food and light and air, get that
intolerable unemployment figure down somehow.
If you could take care of the people, foreign policy would take
care of itself. If you cannot make England safe for the people,
then England deserves what it gets.
I was criticized, when I wrote Insanity Fair> for seeing only
despair and never saying what ought to be done about it. I
don't think the criticism was right. At the end of the war I
thought we should have^ inflicted a complete military defeat on
Germany, but I was only a young officer and couldn't give orders
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